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Complète families of periodie solutions
of differential équations

by Solomon Lefschetz, Princeton (N. J.)

To my friend Heinz Hopf on his sixtieth birthday

1. The foliowing question has been investigated at length by Poin-
caré especially in connection with his research on the problem of three
bodies : — Consider a real differential System

^ Y(y;p;t) (1.1)

where y is an w-vector and the components of Y are holomorphic at
y 0, fx 0, and continuous and periodie with period 2n in T. Suppose

that for fx 0 there is known a solution f (£) with period 2n in t.
Does there exist a solution ij(t ; fi) with period 2jc in t, holomorphic in
li about // 0 and -> £ (£) as // -> 0. Poincaré proceeds in this way :

— He considers the solution £(£) -f- x + 2:(^ ; t ; /^) with the initial
value |(0) + x for t 0. In particular z is holomorphic in x and ^ at
x 0, fjt Q and has period 2^: in £. Furthermore z(# ; 0 ; /u) 0.
Expressing then the periodicity of the solution there follows a system

z(*;2k:;^) 0 (1.2)

If this system has a real solution x (ju) which -> 0 with jll there is defined
a periodie solution Ç(t; fi) of the desired type. Everything cornes down
to the détermination of the real solutions of a real system (1.2) which
actually dépend on ju. This problem was only solved by Poincaré in
specially simple cases. We propose to give a complète solution of the
problem. It will rest upon a rather simple application of Kronecker's
method of élimination.

2. Before proceeding let us recall a well known terminology. Let
/ (u) / (%,..., up) be a real or complex function of the indicated
variables holomorphic at the origin. We call / a unit if f(u) =£ 0, a
non-unit otherwise. If

f ul + fx(u%9 ...,u9) Mf"1 H +fQ(u2, ...,up)
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where the fh are non-units, then / is referred to as a spécial polynomial
in ux. Units are written E.

3. Returning to our problem let us write (1.2) in the gênerai and
explicit form

Xlh{x1,...,xn,/A) 0, h= 1,2,...,^ (3.1)

In point of fact hère n %. However we shall not need to take ad-
vantage of this fact and it will make our argument clearer not to assume
it. We suppose that the Xlh are real non-units and we shall détermine
ail the suitable families of solutions then sélect the real families among
thèse.

Since we are only interested in solutions depending on /a, if Xlh is
divisible say by jth we cross this factor out and continue to call the
quotient Xlh. Thus Xlh(x ; 0) ^ 0. We may now apply a real linear
transformation to the Xj and dispose of the situation so that in Xlh the variable
xt appears to the power x™h where mh > 0 is the lowest degree of any
term in the x^ in Xlh. The Weierstrass préparation theorem yields then

where X'lh is a spécial polynomial in xx (in the System xx, x2,..., ju)

of degree mh in that variable. Notice that its coefficients will ail be real
since their détermination never involves any irrationality. To simplify
matters we may therefore suppose that in (3.1) the Xlh are already
spécial polynomials in xx.

The Xlh may hâve a common factor D1(x1,..., xn, ju). It is readily
shown to be likewise a spécial polynomial in xt and with quotients
XlhjD1 Z*A. Take any irreducible factor D* of Dx. Both D* and
X*h are again, up to unit-factors, spécial polynomials in xx. Then Z>* 0

represents an irreducible {n — l)-dimensional family ofsolutions depending

on ii.
Consider now the System

^ 0 A= 1,2,...,*h (3.2)

Following Kronecker introduce two linear combinations with arbitrary
parameters

U ZuhX*lh, V ZvhX*lh,

and form the résultant R(U, V) asto^. We will hâve
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where the Wk are monomials in the uh and vk. A n. a. s. c. in order that
the System (3.2) possess a solution in xx is that

X%k(xt9..., xn,p) 0 * 1, 2,...,wt (3.3)

This System is wholly analogous to (3.1) but with one variable less. We
reason then with (3.2) as with (3.1), and so on, and the argument mani-
festly terminâtes.

The ultimate resuit may be described as follows : — There may exist
for each k<n and each /* sufficiently small a certain number of n — k
dimensional families of solutions, each represented in suitable coordi-
nates by a System

Xh{xh,...,xn,p) 0 *= 1,2,...,* (3.4)

where Xh is a polynomial in a:fc with non-unit non-leading coefficients,
and Xk is spécial in xk. Furthermore Xk is irreducible as a polynomial in
xk, and the Xh, h>k, are irreducible in a similar sensé.

One may even proceed further. Let dh be the degree of Xh in xh and
let d dxd%... dk. Choose k real constants cl5..., ck such that the d
values of c1x1 + - - --\- ckxk are distinct. Upon making the change of
variables

7
rvt ^ /y* H <r--* In • P 'Y* I —1— P 'Y* s f**/h h 5 ^*** > 1 1 I I ^k ^Jc r ^Ic >

we will hâve in place of (3.4) a System in which the équation h (h<k)
will be of degree one in xh. Hence (3.4) assumes the form

xk(Xk,...,Xn,,) o,
^

(35)

where Xk may in fact be taken to be a real spécial polynomial in xk and
the A3 are non-units and real.

4. Passing now to the problem of the reality of the solutions we must
distinguish three types of solutions or points.

I. The points where the Jacobian matrix J of the left-hand sides in
(3.5) is of maximum rank k at the same time as Ao ^ 0. Thèse are the
ordinary points. If M is their set and P e M then there is a neighbor-
hood U of P in M which is a complex analytical cell of real dimension

2(n — k + 1). This follows at once from the fact that about P one may
express the coordinates and fx as power séries in n — k + 1 of them.

II. The points where J is of rank <k. Thèse are the singular points
of M and we dénote their set by 8.
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III. The points where Ao 0 are exceptional points and we dénote
their set by E.

Each of the three types may yield real points. If Xk 0 has a real
solution in xk for xk+1,..., xn, fX arbitrary real and small then the
System (3.5) represents a continuous family of real periodic solutions,
of dimension n — k for each small real /j,. This will certainly occur if
Xk is of odd degree in xk.

Regarding the singular points let Z5{x ; ju), j 1,2,.. ,,v be the
minors of order n — k + 1 of J. The set S is then defined by the System

Xk 0 Aoxk_h -Ah 0, Z, 0 (4.1)

This may be subjected to the same treatment as (3.4). It will yield a
finite number of families of complex dimension <n — k + 1 whose
real points are to be found.

For the exceptional points the argument is the same save that (4.1)
is replaced by

Xk 0 ^ ^=...=^ 0 (4.2)

It is clear from the preceding argument that the complète détermination

of ail real periodic solutions may be accomplished in a finite number
of steps.

5. As a mild application let us détermine the families of periodic
solution of period 2n of the System

dx—L=r — x% + fjtgi(x1, x2,mnt, cos t,ju)

7 {5A)

where the g{ are polynomials in the indicated variables. If we set x
xx + ix2, g :±= gx + ig2 then (5.1) assumes the form

-JL — ix pg(x, x, eu, e-u, ju)

with g still a polynomial. To simplify matters we shall assume that g does

not contain ~x so that the System to be treated is

^ e*\e-*\^) (5.2)

with g a polynomial in the indicated variables. This system has recently
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been discussed by Friedrichs (Symposium on non-linear circuit analysis,
Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute).

We are then looking for solutions x(t, p) of period 2n of (5.2) which
as ii -> 0 tend to a solution of the first approximation

%-ix 0. (5.3)

Let f be the initial value of x so that (5.3) has the gênerai solution
£eu and (5.2) a gênerai solution of the form

x Se« + pA1{S,t)+... (5.4)

The substitution of (5.4) in (5.2) yields a simple récurrent System for the
Ah together with Ah(Ç, 0) 0. As a conséquence the periodicity
condition assumes the gênerai form

Jlo(l)+^1(f)+---=O (5.5)

where the Fj are polynomials and ^0. If Ç(ju) is a solution and

f (0) f0, then £0 must be a root of the équation

F0(S) 0 (5.6)

Let £0 be a root of order p. We hâve then from the préparation theorem

where the fh(/u) are non-units. Hence the solution of (5.5) for f(/^) such

that £(0) f0, reduces to that of

(f _ fo)p + /x (/*)(£ - lo^-1 H 0 (5.7)

The required solutions may be obtained in a systematic manner by the
Puiseux process. In the présent case there will be s so-called circular
Systems each consisting of q conjugate sets

£ | arlqE{fjLllq), r>0 (5.8)

The values f (fj,) defined by (5.8) correspond to a single periodic family
x(i{/i)9t) such that x (£(/*), 0) f0 and ^<1 V- Thus we hâve

obtained a complète solution of our problem.
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